Connecting a Zevercom using an Iphone

1- Access Wi-Fi setting and search for Zeversolar networks. It will be shown as Zeversolar- the last 4 numbers of your Zevercom SN. As seen here Zeversolar-0578 and Zeversolar-0320

2- Connect to Zeversolar network using the password zeversolar when prompted.
3- Once connected a page stating no URL found will appear. Click cancel at the top right hand corner and use without internet.

4- Once connected open your internet browser and enter the IP address 160.190.0.1. This will bring up a page with the device information and the option for entering the advanced settings and wireless settings.
5- Click the wireless option at the top and this will show the wireless networks that the monitoring device is picking up. Select the Wi-Fi network you would like to connect to and enter the network password.

Once this has been completed you have connected the Zevercom to your Wi-Fi and the data should be seen in Zevercloud shortly.